7.2 where conditions are given for the existence of a row finite matrix with u n (j) in the nth row ith column such that x = lim Σ u n {j)x t j {x)x j n j
for each x in X. In §2 it is noted that a norming complete biorthogonal sequence can always be constructed in a separable Banach space. This strengthens a result of Markushevitch [7] . In §4 we derive necessary machinery for what follows and discuss consistency for a subset of φ.
Means of constructing all types of spaces S and S f are given in §5. Since S f is isomorphic to X* and every separable Banach space admits a complete biorthogonal sequence, 5.4 is a representation for the dual of every separable Banach space. Also conditions are given which differentiate between norming and nonnorming biorthogonal sequences in terms of S f . The series space is studied in § 6 and the multiplier algebra in § 7 For instance, it is noted in 6.2 that £f(S) consists of the diagonals of nuclear operators in X with respect to the biorthogonal sequence {x j9 x'j}. Proposition 7.1 (a) generalizes Theorem 4.2 of [8] where multiplier algebras are also studied. Finally these final two sections contain the summability theorems as noted above.
2* Complete biorthogonal sequences* A double sequence {x d , x)} with each x in a linear topological space X and each x' 5 in the conjugate space X* is called a complete biorthogonal sequence ("in X") if ( a) For each i and each j, x 3 (x k ) = δ ik (Kronecker δ); (b) {x'j} is total on X, i.e., x r ά (x) = 0 for x in X only if x = 0; ( c ) {Xj} is total on X*, i.e., x'(x s ) = 0 for x' in X* only when x' = 0. This terminology differs somewhat from that used by Banach in note §1 to Chapter VII of [1] in that he uses a pair of sequences {Xj}, {x'j} instead of a double sequence. A biorthogonal sequence {x jy x f ά } in a Banach space X is called norming if there is a subset A of [{%}] r, the span of {x ό }, such that the norm determines the topology of X. THEOREM 
There is a complete norming biorthogonal sequence in every separable Banach space.
Proof. Let {y n } be a sequence dense in X. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there is a sequence {y' n } in X* such that y' n (y n ) = \\y n \ ||2/i|| = 1 for each n.
Let x G X and ε > 0 be given. There is y n such that ||x -y n || < ε/2. Then
\\χ -Vn\\ + ll^llll^ -χ\\<e which implies that ||a?|| = suι> n \y' n (x)\ .
Since {y n } being dense in X is total on X* and {y' n } is total on X there is by Theorem 4 of [4] The infinite series in (3.1) converges coordinatewise since Throughout this paper the familiar properties of I?i£-space discussed in 11.3 and 12.4 of [12] are used without citation. 4* Absolutely convex subsets and .RK"-sρaces* The space of all sequences which are eventually 0 is denoted by φ. The space of all sequences is denoted by ω. The space ω given the Tychonoff topology as a countable product of scalar fields has many familiar properties which are assumed in the sequel. For A a subset of φ and S an arbitrary space of sequences A {S) is equal to the set of all seS such that I Σ; s(j)t(j) I ^ 1 for each t in A. Thus A {S) is the absolute polar of A in S when S and φ are placed in duality by means of the bilinear form See 3.1 of [10] in connection with the idea of consistency. is equivalent to jμφπφπωπφ) = A i φ )( φ ) an( j so g = $(A) = S(A {^^) which implies that {βj , £7^} is norming in S by 5.1.
d). Let S -S(A). By definition ||s||^ ^ p(s) for s in Γ so that (c) implies (T, p) is a topological subspace of S(A). (d)=^(e). By 4.1(c), T is dense in S(A), and if (d) holds, (Γ, P) is a topological subspace of S(A). Thus >S(Λ) is isomorphic to f and the set of functional
The following representation theorem is an immediate consequence of 5.2 and 5.3. THEOREM 
Let S be a sequence space associated with a complete biorthogonal sequence in a Banach space X. If S is equal to S(A) where A is a consistent balanced subset of φ then X* is isomorphic to S f -S(
A {0)) ) = \J~=ιnA [ω) '.
£f{Sy c M(S) c M{Sf{S)).
Proof.
,9*{Sy c Λf(S). Let B denote the set of all veφ such that IMU 5£ 1 and let A be the set of all seφ such that ||s|| <^ 1. Then AA iω) a B so that U ™# (ω) c
M(S) a M(S*(S)). If ueΛί(S) and ve£s(S), let v =
Then uv = Σ* ws w ί Λ and since
Σ. it follows that uv eS*(S).
Thus u e From equation (6.1) is a consistent subset of ψ\
£f(Sy. (d) There is a continuous linear functional E on S^(β) such that if s x e S and t' x e S
is consistent then by 5.2(c)
(b)=>(c). eeM(S). (c)=>(d). If eeS^(Sy
there is a continuous linear functional E on Sf{S) such that E{e ά ) = 1 for each j. [ω) which implies that
A complete biorthogonal sequence in a Banach space will be called series summable if the associated sequence space has one, hence all four of the properties mentioned in 6.4. 6.5. Let {xj, x)} be a series summable complete biorthogonal sequence in a Banach space X.
(a) If x e X and x' e X* then
whenever the sum has finitely many nonzero terms. 
(b) It j elj. and fceJ 2 then ίciί^ ) = 0 so that the set on the left hand side of (4.6) is contained in that on the right.
If x' in X* is such that x'(x 3 ) = 0 for j in I ι and x is in the set on the right hand side of (4.6)
Let Z denote the infinite matrix whose element in the ith row ith column is given by 6.6. Every Banach space in which there is a series summable complete biorthogonal sequence has the approximation property (p. 167 of [5] ).
Proof. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that the space is a .BiT-space S in which {e ό , E ό ) is a series summable complete biorthogonal sequence. Suppose Σ* II «»ll \\v* II < °°> s n eS,y n eS* and V x y n (s)s n = 0 for each s in S. Then Σ» Vn(ej)s n = 0 for each j so that
Thus the trace of a nuclear operator is well defined on S so that by Proposition 35 of [5] S has the approximation property.
Strongly series summable complete biorthogonal sequences* 7.1. Let S be a sequence space associated with a complete biorthogonal sequence in a Banach space and let A be an absolutely convex consistent subset of φ such that || \\ A determines the topology of S (i.e., S = S(A)). The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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